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Two recent decisions of the California Supreme Court, reported

in this issue of the Miller & Starr Real Estate Newsalert, illustrate

both the virtues and the limitations of incremental appellate juris-

prudence in a fertile subject of litigation, the California nonjudicial

foreclosure process and related one-action and antide�ciency

laws. In the �rst decision, Coker v. JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A.,2

the Court held that a short sale agreement whereby the borrower

of a purchase money residential loan acknowledged continuing li-

ability was unenforceable as a purported waiver of Code of Civil

Procedure Section 580b, and that the lender therefore could not

recover the remaining unpaid amount of the debt after releasing

its collateral from the deed of trust without a full payo� in order

to accommodate the borrower’s request to facilitate the sale. In

so holding, the Court relied only on the long history of case law

applying the California purchase money protections, and declined

to address the impacts of at least two pieces of intervening

legislation on short sales and on particular types of residential

purchase money loans. In the second decision, Yvanova v. New

Century Mortgage Corporation,3 the Court found that a borrower

had standing to assert that because an assignment of the note and

deed of trust by the bene�ciary was void, the nonjudicial sale of

her property constituted a wrongful, i.e., tortious, foreclosure, but

the Court declined to rule on whether the borrower could actu-

ally plead such a cause of action. The Yvanova Court also

expressly did not apply another statute that became e�ective only

a few weeks after the operative facts of the case arose that would

have potentially given the borrower a cause of action based on

failure of the foreclosing parties to establish their authority and

right to foreclose under the circumstances.

1
Karl E. Geier is a senior shareholder of the �rm of Miller Starr Regalia

and Editor-in-Chief of the �rm’s treatise, Miller & Starr, California Real Estate
4th, published by Thomson Reuters.
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In both of these cases, the Court’s refusal to address the e�ect

of intervening legislation may have been appropriate as a matter

of jurisprudence and the limited role of the courts in our legal

system, but the result is that both decisions will have only

limited relevance in light of the statutory changes. In Yvanova,

the Court actually sidestepped an opportunity to consider the ret-

roactive e�ect of the intervening law while resting its decision on

prior case law that will essentially be superseded by the statutory

changes going forward, while in Coker the court simply found

the later enactments irrelevant to its analysis of the prior statutory

scheme.

This article outlines the statutory changes that were mentioned

but not directly applied or construed in these cases, and suggests

that the possible e�ect of these statutes on future foreclosure and

short sale situations will be considerably more important than the

actual holding in either case.

A. Coker v. JP Morgan Chase Bank, N.A. and Amended Code of Civil

Procedure Sections 580b and 580e.

The Coker decision arose in the context of a standard purchase

money mortgage that was used to �nance the purchase of the

borrower’s primary residence, a single family home. (For a more

complete summary of the facts and holding of the case, see page

459 of this issue of the Newsalert). The loan was made in 2004

and the short sale at issue occurred in 2010. When the loan was

made, the operative language of Code of Civil Procedure Section

580b provided that “no de�ciency judgment shall lie in any event

after a sale of real property or an estate for years therein . . .

under a deed of trust or mortgage on a dwelling for not more

than four families given to a lender to secure repayment of a

loan which was in fact used to pay all or part of the purchase

price of that dwelling occupied, entirely or in part, by the

purchaser.” This language continued unchanged through 2010,

when the short sale at issue occurred and the borrower expressly

agreed to be liable for the unpaid portion of the debt following

the reconveyance. In 2012, after the short sale in this case oc-

curred, Section 580b was amended to expressly provide that “no
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de�ciency shall be owed or collected, and no de�ciency judg-

ment shall lie,“ under such a loan. In adopting the 2012 amend-

ment, the Legislature also revised the syntax of Section 580b to

eliminate an ambiguity in the statute that some amici argued

would directly apply the antide�ciency bar following any sale

(whether a short sale or a trustee’s or foreclosure sale) of such

property.

In concluding that the antide�ciency bar applied to any sale,

not solely to a foreclosure or trustee’s sale, and therefore

precluded the continued liability of the borrower after the sale,

the Court began its analysis with an explanation that the construc-

tion of the original language of Section 580b urged upon the

Court by amici had subsequently been adopted by the Legislature

in 2012. It then went on to analyze pre-2012 case law extensively

to conclude that the correct reading had always been to preclude

any de�ciency under any circumstances for a purchase money

loan, and not to limit the de�ciency bar to the foreclosure

scenario. As stated by the Court:

In 2012, the Legislature reformatted section 580b to expressly parse

the text in the manner urged by amici curiae. (Stats. 2012, ch. 64,

§ 1, subd. (a); see Stats. 2014, ch. 71, § 18 [same parsing in current

version of the statute].) Chase concedes that the statutory text,

when parsed this way, does not limit antide�ciency protection to

foreclosure sales and bars a purchase money lender from obtaining

a de�ciency judgment against a defaulting homeowner after a short

sale. But Chase argues that the Legislature’s decision to reformat the

statute in 2012 does not illuminate what section 580b meant at the

time of Coker’s short sale in 2010. Chase observes that section

580b, as originally enacted in 1933, unambiguously referred to “any

sale under a deed of trust” (Stats. 1933, ch. 642, § 5, p. 1673) and

that there is no indication the Legislature intended to sever the

semantic linkage between ‘sale’ and ‘under a deed of trust’ when it

amended the statute in 1949 to apply to ‘any sale of real property

for failure of the purchaser to complete his contract of sale, or

under a deed of trust’ (Stats. 1949, ch. 1599, § 1, p. 2846).4

The Court then continued to examine the prior case law and,

not surprisingly, concluded that the previous 63 years of its

reported decisions in the area5 supported the application of the

de�ciency bar under all circumstances other than the rare instance
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of a “non-standard purchase money transaction” in which the

doctrine of Roseleaf v. Chiereghino,6 as later restricted by Spengler

v. Memel,7 may sometimes allow a personal judgment against the

borrower after the lender’s deed of trust is extinguished by a

prior sale.8 According to the court, this prior analysis applied

equally to a short sale as to any other type of sale, even though

the borrower had requested release of the collateral and agreed

to remain liable for the debt, because such agreement constituted

an unenforceable and void attempt to “waive” the protections of

Section 580b.9

Having determined that the operative statute, Code of Civil Pro-

cedure Section 580b, as it had been interpreted by the Court

itself, had always prohibited the lender’s recovery of a de�ciency

following a short sale, the Court went on to dispose of JPMorgan

Chase Bank’s arguments that subsequent statutory enactments evi-

denced a legislative intention that Section 580b not be so applied

prior to the amendment. First, the Court noted that despite

numerous opportunities to override the courts’ “no de�ciency fol-

lowing any sale” interpretation of the statute as not requiring a

trustee’s or foreclosure sale under the purchase money deed of

trust itself to trigger the de�ciency bar, the Legislature had not

done so. Thus, under well-developed principles of interpretation,

stated the Court, “[w]hen a statute has been construed by the

courts, and the Legislature thereafter reenacts that statute without

changing the interpretation put on that statute by the courts, the

Legislature is presumed to have been aware of, and acquiesced

in, the courts’ construction of that statute.”10 Thus, the Court

continued, “[a]lthough the Legislature had no occasion to consider

short sales in 1933 [when Section 580b initially was enacted] it

has since had many occasions to consider—and yet it has never

repudiated—the judicially elaborated principles and interpretive

approach that lead us to �nd section 580b equally applicable to

short sales and foreclosure sales.”11

JPMorgan Chase further argued that even if the Legislature’s

prior actions had not overturned the courts’ longstanding inter-

pretation of Section 580b that was now being applied for the
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�rst time to the unprecedented situation of a short sale, the

Legislature’s subsequent action in enacting Code of Civil Proce-

dure Section 580e, which for the �rst time in 2010 (after the

Coker sale) speci�cally prohibited the recovery of a de�ciency af-

ter a short sale, evidenced the Legislature’s intent that Section

580b not be so applied. This argument the Court also found

wanting, commenting that “whatever the Legislature may have

believed about section 580b’s applicability to short sales when it

enacted 580e cannot dictate the proper construction of section

580b as it stood at the time of Coker’s short sale,” citing a

United States Supreme Court decision12 for the proposition that

“post-enactment legislative history (a contradiction in terms) is

not a legitimate tool of statutory interpretation.”13 The Court went

on: “Although the Legislature may have believed that henceforth

only section 580e and not section 580b would govern short

sales, ‘a legislative declaration of an existing statute’s meaning is

neither binding nor conclusive in construing the statute.

Ultimately, the interpretation of a statute is an exercise of the

judicial power the Constitution assigns to the courts.’ ’’14

Thus, without deciding whether or not Section 580e would be

retroactively applied to earlier transactions that predated its enact-

ment, the Court avoided dealing with Section 580e at all and

rested its decision solely on its own line of decisions interpreting

Section 580b. As a result, it expressly did not address other is-

sues that would have been posed if Section 580e applied, such as

whether there were con�icts between Section 580b and Section

580e as applied to business entities such as partnerships, corpora-

tions, and limited liability companies,15 or whether the Section

580b protections would override the language of Section 580e

that expressly denies protection of a borrower in a short sale

from liability for waste (unlike Section 580b, which does provide

such protection unless it involves “bad faith waste”).16 The Court

did express doubt that a borrower ineligible for antide�ciency

protection under Section 580e (i.e., a corporation, limited liability

company, limited partnership, or political subdivision17) could

ever claim such protection as an “owner-occupant” purchaser of

residential property under Section 580b, due to “the Legislature’s
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reenactments of section 580b after it enacted section 580e.”18

However, as with the other issues associated with the interplay

between Sections 580b and 580e, the Court concluded: “Our only

task is to determine the meaning of section 580b as it stood at

the time of Coker’s short sale, before section 580e was enacted.”19

In summary, by accepting Coker for a hearing, the Court took

the opportunity to reinforce the policy of a former version of

Section 580b as it had been interpreted by previous decisions

and to extend its application to short sales, while skirting the

question of whether and how the case (or others like it) might

have been a�ected by the only statute that will presumably apply

to future short sale transactions, i.e., Section 580e. Therefore,

while the decision may have some implications for other pending

cases that may have arisen before enactment of Section 580e

(and may lead some borrowers who have paid or agreed to pay

de�ciencies after short sales to seek to avoid these liabilities

and/or seek to recoup amounts paid from separate funds after a

short sale), it will have virtually no bearing on cases that arise in

the future under the legislation enacted speci�cally to address the

short sale problem.

B. Yvanova v. New Century Mortgage Corporation and the “Prove

Your Right to Foreclose” Aspect of the Homeowner Bill of Rights.

The Yvanova decision involved another topic on which the

Legislature has spoken and that will inevitably be governed by

the subsequent legislation rather than by the Court’s decision. As

noted, Yvanova’s narrow holding was that the homeowner bor-

rower had standing to bring a claim for wrongful foreclosure

where she could allege that a transfer of the deed of trust and

debt was “void” as distinguished from “voidable.” In so holding,

the Court partially resolved a con�ict of decisions in the lower

courts of appeal and the federal district courts, most of which

had concluded that a homeowner could never bring an action for

wrongful foreclosure or to enjoin a foreclosure based on defects

in the chain of assignments or credentials and authority of the

persons purporting to act for the bene�ciary in initiating

foreclosure.20 (For a more complete summary of the facts and
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legal analysis of the Yvanova decision, see page 473 of this issue

of the Newsalert).

In an opinion that primarily addresses the issues of contract

law and associated aspects of “standing” to address transfers be-

tween third parties of the debt instrument, rather than the

speci�c statutory authority to foreclose and the elements of a

wrongful foreclosure action, the California Supreme Court

ultimately concluded that it was wrong to grant a demurrer to a

post-foreclosure wrongful foreclosure action solely on grounds

that the borrower lacked standing. It then sent the case back to

the trial court to determine whether, in this case, the borrower

could actually plead su�cient facts to make out a claim that the

transfer had been “void” or that the foreclosure was somehow

“wrongful.” While the reasoning and language of the Court may

foreshadow the outcome of issues it initially left to be addressed

in the lower courts (e.g., suggesting without deciding that if the

transfer was alleged to be “void” the borrower need not allege

“tender” of the debt as a condition of the action),21 the Court

declined to opine whether a pre-foreclosure action to enjoin

wrongful foreclosure as distinguished from a post-foreclosure ac-

tion for damages could be maintained22 or whether a post-

foreclosure action for quiet title or recovery of the property in

lieu of damages would lie for such a wrongful foreclosure after a

“void rather than voidable” transfer.23 Since Yvanova is such a

narrow decision, and actually disclaims an intention to opine on

several more issues other than the narrow issue of standing that

it actually does decide, it should come as no surprise that it, like

Coker, �nds it unnecessary to address the e�ect of an on-point

statute that was clearly intended by the Legislature, at least

prospectively, to apply to such situations.

The operative facts of Yvanova involved a loan made in 2006

and a series of bankruptcies and purported transfers of the benef-

iciary’s interest in the deed of trust and substitutions of trustee

executed between 2007 and 2012, followed by a trustee’s sale in

September 2012 in which the borrower lost her home. During

the 2011-2012 legislative session, before the trustee’s sale oc-
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curred, the State Legislature enacted the so-called “Homeowner’s

Bill of Rights,”24 which among other things includes provisions

that prohibit any entity from initiating a foreclosure process “un-

less it is the holder of the bene�cial interest under the mortgage

or deed of trust, the original trustee or the substituted trustee

under the deed of trust, or the designated agent of the holder of

the bene�cial interest.”25 It also requires the loan servicer to

inform the borrower, before a notice of default is �led, of the

borrower’s right to request copies of any assignments of the deed

of trust “required to demonstrate the right of the mortgage

servicer to foreclose;”26 and requires the servicer to ensure the

documentation substantiates the right to foreclose.27 As the Court

noted, the legislative history of these statutes “indicates the addi-

tion of these provisions was prompted in part by reports that

nonjudicial foreclosure proceedings were being initiated on behalf

of companies with no authority to foreclose.”28 However, this

legislation, while enacted and signed into law in July 2012, was

not enacted as urgency legislation and therefore did not become

e�ective until January 1, 2013, a little over three months after the

trustee’s sale and only a week after the challenged trustee’s deed

transferring Yvanova’s home to the foreclosure sale purchaser was

recorded (December 24, 2012). Since the law did not actually

become e�ective until after the trustee’s sale proceedings were

completed, the Court declined the borrower’s invitation to

consider whether the Homeowners Bill of Rights provisions

“provide additional support” for its holding that the borrower had

standing to assert that the transfer was void in an action for

wrongful foreclosure, a holding that it had made “without refer-

ence to this legislation.”29

Yvanova therefore poses the unusual circumstance of a decision

that strictly avoids any holding on the substantive law of wrong-

ful foreclosure, con�ning itself to the issue of standing, despite a

statute that had already been in e�ect for three full years before

the Court rendered its decision, which statute is certain to apply

to virtually any foreclosure on residential property that occurs af-

ter the operative facts of the case arose, and which statute on its

face appears dispositive of the “standing” issue as well as the is-
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sue of whether there is a cause of action arising out of a void

assignment and what remedies the borrower might have in such

cases. Under the referenced legislation, not only is the foreclosing

party required to provide evidence of ownership of the debt and

authority to foreclose, which would directly bring into question

the validity of the transfers of the debt and the actions appoint-

ing the agent to foreclose on behalf of the lender, but the issues

under the statute also would not necessarily turn on the “void”

vs. “voidable” dichotomy that was central to the Court’s holding

on the standing issue.30 Moreover, although not mentioned by the

Court, the remedial provisions of the Homeowners Bill of Rights

include the following, in the words of the California Attorney

General:31

Enforceability: Borrowers will have authority to seek redress of

‘material’ violations of the new foreclosure process protections.

Injunctive relief will be available prior to a foreclosure sale32 and

recovery of damages will be available following a sale.33

As with the Coker decision, it is hard to fault the Court for not

applying a statute that was not e�ective at the time the events

and circumstances of the case arose, but the probable irrelevance

of Yvanova to likely future litigation in the area of residential

foreclosures illustrates, once again, the downside of the (mostly

implied) application of the doctrine of judicial restraint in these

cases. Moreover, despite the Attorney General’s views on the re-

medial provisions of the Homeowners Bill of Rights as quoted

above, and the participation of the Attorney General’s o�ce in

the Yvanova case as amicus curiae on behalf of the plainti�

(Yvanova), these views also received no attention from the Court

in this case. In other cases, the Court has sometimes gone out of

its way to articulate the substantive law that should be applied

by the trial court on remand,34 or in cases governed by later

legislation, but here there was no such guidance. The Yvanova

decision therefore stands as a closely reasoned, scholarly, and

technically accurate rendition of the law that has virtually no

conceivable practical signi�cance for the heavily litigated area to

which it applies because of the intervening change in law

wrought by the California legislature, while such statutory changes

remain essentially unexplored by relevant case law.
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C. Conclusion.

The last eight years of litigation since the home mortgage

meltdown and foreclosure crisis of 2008 have witnessed a host of

con�icting and sometimes perplexing decisions surrounding the

general subjects of wrongful foreclosure claims, the tender rule,

the right of borrowers to challenge the credentials and right to

foreclose in a nonjudicial foreclosure, the ability of borrowers to

obtain pre-foreclosure relief while these issues were resolved, the

e�ect of the federal TARP legislation, the HAMP process for

homeowner mortgage relief, the requirements for an e�ective

loan modi�cation or waiver of homeowner defaults, claims to

de�ciencies and rights to recover from homeowners’ other assets,

and numerous other related issues and sub-issues.35 Very few of

these cases have risen to the level of the California Supreme

Court, and the two that have been decided so far have little

chance of lasting signi�cance due to the e�ect of intervening

legislation. Thus, Yvanova and Coker, both of which super�cially

may appear borrower friendly, really do more to demonstrate the

limitations of judicial power and restraint than to resolve the

important legal issues and the public policy and private welfare

implications of matters on which the Legislature has already

spoken.
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